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would also cause such daily a'.id ainuial fluctuations as those of the

magnetic needle. Professor Xorton says'^ that "no conceptiou has

hitherto been formed of possible atomic movements capable of originating

the electric forces, and producing even the simplest of the electrical

phenomena.-' The dependence of the polarity of the compass upon
electrical cur,reiits enc(mrages the belief tha.t all the '-possible atomic

movements capable of oiiginating the electric forces/' maybe h'aueable

to some arrangement of elastic ^ethereal particles like the one I have

above suggested. The mutual attraction of the atoms A and E is oidy

one-third as great as that of llie atoms F and G, and luider th.e influence

of centrifugal force, the several lozenges AFEGAvould yield most readily

in the direction EG.

' THE SUN-SPOT CYCLE OF 11.07 YEAKS.

By Pliny Eaiile Chase.

(liedd before iJte American Tlillof^opldcal Society, ^Liy {.Q^tJi.^ 1872.)

The most recent and careful discussion of the observations upon the

amount arid frequency of Sun-spots, by De En Rue, Stewai't and LocAvy,
f-

assigns to the principal cycle a duration of, 11.07 years. Kirlovood

(ante, vol. xi., p. 100) had previously given nearly the same esti-

mate (11.072 years). If the spots are attributable to disturbances

produced by gravitating action, the major axis of the revohing dis-

f
txu-bing f>rce should be [(11.07--11.8G2] ]=.055XJupiter^s, or 4.9()0-

Xthe Earth's major axis. The mean radius vectoi- of perturbation is,

therefore, neai"ly equivalent to Ju]>iter's mean perihelion distance

(.O.")!^'-!-^/, or 4.1lo:20) as Avell as to the luean distance of the centre

of gyration of the planetary sytem.

§X[(3fX.-53Tl+35X.T20;]
, 31.85X1 4- 3iXl-52:37-f9;]07X5.^028+2847.4X

9.r>;58i3 T-41(>.7Xl-9.182G--532.5XB0.037)^'-(3i+25-h 31,85 f3i+9a07-- 2847.4

-t-4i6.7^^532.5)]=-5.l01 ; 5.101 : 4.9(>9=1.0205 ;
4.0r,9--4.052=1.0035.

The theoretical mean excursion between Jupiter's perihelion and ids

mean distance, corresponds very nearly witli the above value of the

planetary centre of gyration.

4.!)52^-tX(5.2028-4.952)=5.09l ;
5.101^--5.091=1.002.

If Jupiter's aphelion distance represents the aphelion distance of the

aggregate of forces which produce the Sun-spots, the disturbance-peri-

helion is (2X.9r)5 -1.048)=.8G2X:i/'s, or 4.485X©'s radius vector. This

corresponds very nearly wdth the linear centre of oscillation, of the mean
* Loc. cit. . p. 330.

fProc. Roy. Soc. Dec. 21. 1871; Pliil. Mas. Mny, 1872.
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action of all the planetSj except Jupiter, upon tlie Sun's surface. Accord-
ing to the values adopted in Xorton's Astronomy, {l—'^)X{I''nd-~^m^

?: ©. c^, h, S. WH4.42:2; 4.485-4.432=1.015.

The closeness of the harmony, pointed out by Kirkwood, between t)ie

Wolhan and ^[ercurial cycles, is very interesting. In some respects the
position of ^re]-cury is more nearly pivotal than that of either of the
other planets. lU centre of explosive obciUation, relatively to the Sun
is near the limit of the Sun's possible atmosphere. (-JX-B871)"2 X
oG5.2504 ~25.18T-=1.0oG. Its mean radius vector (.3871) is not much

i::i

greater than the radius of the centre of oscillation (.3333) of the Earth's
disturbing- action upon the Sun. That centre of oscillation is, in its turn,

near the centre of the countcrpuibing moments of inertia of the Sun and
the planetary system. For ^^?;^(f^— .3333)-'--2w=9.0776'^ ; 759.40^9.0770^
=.3294''; .3333-^.3294=1.01-2. It may be well to observe that this

approximation is nearly identical Avith the one above noted (1.015) be-

tween the virtual centre of gravity of the Jupiter-disturbing planets, and
the Sun-si)ot disturbance-perihelion.

In order to form an estimate of the extent, to which circumstances
favorijig the generation or disturbance of ethereal waves alie(.t tl\c amount
of spotted surface, I would suggest a preliminary examination of ob-
servations with especial reference to the following planetary confio-ura-

tions :

1. When the Sun is near the linear centre of oscilbnion (5) of two
planets in heliocentric opposition: e. g.. near the opposition of Mercury
and Venus, especially if Mercury is alsout 00- from perihelion ; of Yenus
and Mar^, when Mars is about 40- from perihelion

; of Jupiter and Saturn^
when Saturn is near aphelion

; of Saturn and Uranus.

2. W]>en one of two planets in heliocentric conjunction is near a linear

centre of oscillation of the longer radius vector : e, g., near the conjunct
tion of the Earth and Mars

;
of 31ais and Mercury, if Mars is near peri-

helion and Mercury near aphelion ; of Jupiter and Mars, if Mars is near"

aphelion ; o£ Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus, (the centre of gravity of
Jupiter and Saturn being at about | of the distance froui Uranus to the:

Sunl
; of Saturn and Xeptune, when Saturn is near aphehon ; of Uranus.

and Neptune.

3. Wlien one of two x»liinets in heliocentric conjunction i lear a centre-

of explosive oscillation (§) : e. g., near the conjunction of Mercury and
Yenus, if Mercury is at somewhat more than its mean distance from the:

Sun ; of Mercury and the Earth, if Mercury is near aphelion
; of Mercury.

Venus, and the Earth or ^lars ; of Jupiter and Saturn.
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^THEKUAL OSCILLATION, THE PRIMORDIAL MATERIAL.
FORCE.

By Pliny Earle Chase.
(JRf'fd before tJte American rhilo>'opTncal Society, July 10, 1872.>

In any explosive or other analogous action along a given diameterj,

cardinal points occur at \ radius and | radius (=the distance from


